Smart self-sdjusting controllers eligible for EBMUD WaterSmart incentives** & MMWD Bay Friendly REBATE$* to residential & commercial customers

Let us help you select the one that's right for the job!

* terms and conditions apply

---

**Hunter Solar Sync or ET System**

- **How offered:** Runs the expandable Hunter Pro C, ACC & ICC, controller platforms, NOT INCLUDED.
- **Number of stations:** Same as Pro C or ICC, Pro C max=15  ICC max=48
- **Solar Sync-Real time weather:** Onsite sensors (included) tracks: solar radiation, temperature with rain shut-off.
- **ET System-Real time weather:** Onsite sensor array (included) tracks: solar radiation, relative humidity, temperature, and precipitation.
- **EBMUD Incentives:** up to $500 **
- **Marin Water Rebate:** up to $400

---

**Weathermatic Smartline ET**

- **How offered:** Expandable controller one plug-in model is rated for indoor or outdoors locations-ideal for new landscapes!
- **Number of stations:** 4 expandable to 8, 12, 16 & 24, 16 expandable to 24, or 12 expandable to 48
- **Real time weather:** On-site weather monitor–commercial or residential grades available. Without a weather monitor it operates in standard grade like a regular controller.
- **EBMUD Incentives:** up to $500**
- **Marin Water Rebate:** up to $400

---

**Irritrol Smart Dial ET**

- **How offered:** Upgrade panel for Irritrol Rain Dial controllers or as new indoor or outdoor rated
- **Number of stations:** 6, 9, or 12
- **Real time weather:** WeatherTrak Data Subscription Service (wireless). One year included with purchase, cost $5 per month thereafter.
- **EBMUD Incentives:** up to $500 **
- **Marin Water Rebate:** up to $400

---

**ETwater**

- **How offered:** Interior residential & exterior commercial base units and replacement panels for Irritrol MC Plus & Rain Master (Sentar&Eagle)
- **Number of stations:** Residential 8 or 16
- **Real time weather:** Internet, telephone line, wireless, or cellular connection (prices vary) Allows remote programming over the internet.
- **EBMUD Incentives:** up to $500 **
- **Marin Water Rebate:** up to $400

---

**Rain Bird ESP-SMT**

- **How offered:** Expandable indoor and outdoor 4 station models available.
- **Number of stations:** 4, expandable to 13, with 3-station modules
- **Real time weather:** Onsite sensor array (included) tracks: solar radiation, relative humidity, temperature, and precipitation. Stores historical weather data.
- **EBMUD Incentives:** up to $500 **
- **Marin Water Rebate:** up to $400

---

**Pricing range**

- **Rain Bird ESP-SMT**
  - Indoor 4 station expandable to 13............ $425
  - Outdoor 4 station expandable to 13........ $450
- **Expansion module**
  - 3 station expansion module................ $50

**A minimum average irrigation use of 250 gallons per day required to participate in EBMUD's WaterSmart Irrigation Controller (WISC) program. Call (510) 40-EBMUD for details--all prices subject to change without notice.**